Good afternoon welcome to the May 4th Memorial Program sponsored by the May 4th Task Force. My name is Craig Blazinski I'm the Co-Chairperson of the Task Force and we would like to thank each and everyone of you for not buying the administration temptation of taking a 4 day weekend but for showing your concern for human life by being here instead.

Before we begin the speakers today as the last of the four people holding vigil place their candles in front of the Bldg. Let us pause before listening to the symbolic ringing of the bell 4 times once each for Allison, Jeff, Sandy & Bill. Let us during a moment of silence reflect upon what the families of the victims, this university & the world lost so tragically 8 yrs ago today.

Bell Rings
Barb Davies

There has been some rearranging of the schedule of speakers due to some unforeseen circumstances.

Bill Kunstler a leading civil liberties lawyer in the nation who coordinated the defense for our own "Kent 65" is giving summations in the John Doe Little trial & the Judges will not give him permission to be here today.
BELLESCOURT
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PETER'S CENTER \ [BAZETTE WORKSHOP]
CAMPORA

OPEN EX: ONE BANNER "TRUTH DEMANDS JUSTICE"
"BULLHORN BILL ARTIGUE"

WE STRONGLY URGE EVERYONE NOT TO FOLLOW ANYONE ELSE WITH A BULLHORN

TO EXPLAIN OUR MARCH AND ITS FEELING ON MAY 4TH IS STUDENT WHO WAS WOUNDED THAT DAY.
Active in anti
national coordinator of various
anti-war group

Abdul Ahkalimat

Co-founder of Black Scholar Magazine
People's College in California

Graduated grad suspended "mockery
elimination process"

Fed Court to speak

Arthrell

A member of the "Kent 25" and the Constitution
Mr. Bill Arthrell

Kissinger

Former pres of SDS,
national secretary

Organized 1st March on Washington to end
war in Vietnam.
DANIEL ELLSBERRY IS LITERALLY TIED UP AT THE MOMENT
WHERE A PLANT THAT MAKES NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND 1Z WITH THEMSELVES SEVERAL OTHERS HAVE CHAINED THEMSELVES TO THE RAILROAD TRACKS TO BLOCK PLUTONIUM SHIPMENTS TO THE PLANT. THE TASK FORCE STRONGLY SUPPORTS THIS COMMITMENT TO SAVING HUMAN LIFE.

NON VIOLENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

A DAVID ENGDAHL, OUR LAWYER IN THE KENT STATE CASE, WILL READ A STATEMENT BY MR. ELLSBERRY LATER IN THE PROGRAM

CONSTANCE SCHWARTZ, HEAD LAWYER FOR THE JACKSON STATE, VICTIMS HAS BEEN HOSPITALIZED RECENTLY DUE TO COMPLICATIONS WITH HER PREGNANCY. HOWEVER SHE HAS GIVEN US A STATEMENT WHICH WILL BE READ BY THE CO-CHAIRPERSON OF THE TASK FORCE MS. SARAH WILCINICH

RAMBO

OUR FIRST SPEAKER WAS AN EYEWITNESS TO SHOOTINGS IN 1970. HE WAS CO-AUTHOR OF A PETITION DRIVE TO GET A FEDERAL GRAND JURY CONVEYED AND WAS A LEADER IN THE ATTEMPT TO MOVE THE GYMNASIUM ON THE SITE OF THE SHOOTINGS

ENGDAHL

NOW TO READ THE STATEMENT BY MR. ELLSBERRY AND AN UPDATE A LAWYER ON WHAT IS HAPPENING AT THE NUCLEAR POWERPLANT DEMONSTRATION AS A LAWYER FOR THE KENT STATE CASE. COLORADO LAW PROFESSOR MR. DAVID ENGDAHL
May 3rd

The Candlelight March will begin at 10 P.M. on the Commons. The All Night Vigil will begin at 11 P.M. in the Prentice Hall parking lot.

May 4

The Program will begin at noon on the Commons with a moment of silence. Speakers will include:

1. Alan Canfora - Wounded Student
2. Bill Artrell - "Kent '63"
3. Greg Rambo - Effortness to Smoothen Co-Spook of Petition Drive for Fed Grand Jury
4. Peter Potman - Black United Students
5. Abdul Alkaabihati - Black Scholar Magazine People's College in California Founder
6. Clark Kissinger - Former President of S.O.S.
7. Constance Slaughter - Head Lawyer for Jackson State Case
8. Vernon Begecor - American Indian Rights Movement
9. William Kinskey - Coordinate Defense for "Kent '63"
10. Daniel Ellsberg - "Pantheon Papers"

Following the Program will be a March for Justice in the Kent State Case. It will begin on the Commons and end at the Student Center Plaza where workshops will be set up.

About 10 workshops will be held in the Student Center covering a whole range of many related events. Included will be workshops with some of the speakers on the platform.
Spring Quarter

Book Sale
Peter Davies "The Truth About Kent State" is being sold at the Task Force Table in the Student Center for 1/2 price ($1.75)

Information Distribution

Chronicled May 1-4 1970 & Shcourt cases stemming from the shootings along with other educational materials will be distributed twice weekly at our table set up in the Student Center

Vanderbilt Tapes
A series of news broadcasts from the three major networks (ABC, NBC, & CBS) covering the period April 30 - May 15, 1970 will be shown at our table weekly in the Student Center. The tapes cover include Kent & Jackson State and the Vietnam War.

Dorm Programs
The movie "Kent State May 1970" will be shown in the dormitories in the field, along with a question & answer period followed by eyewitnesses to the shootings.

Theatre
A Reader's Theatre entitled "Awake" a play describing the feelings of Mrs. Shriver whose son Bill was killed here will be presented in the University Auditorium April 25, 1978 8 PM

Memorial Booklet
Art Gallery May 1-4
The action Golding took this past weekend exemplifies his great misunderstanding of knowledge of what took place on this Campus in May of 1970. His gross misuse of power was the same misuse of May 1970.

Besides his lack of knowledge of past events he has taken it upon himself to misinterpret the 1st Amend of the Constitution and blatantly violate the right of all individuals on this Campus. The excessive use of force can only further the tension that existed on this campus. If the admin and the past had been more responsive to the argument against the gym, and responsive to allowing students some voice, this situation would never have prevailed.

We therefore condemn Golding, the Trustees, and the State for creating an atmosphere of repression andwitching.

We therefore urge Golding to never use these undemocratic actions again and commit himself to the preservation of all constitutional rights of all people in the university community.
1) Photocopy of post article
2) Rambda call Vincent
3) Rusted Strumpfer Write
4) Michael write Restoration
5) Darlene Englehart Sun Mag
6) Hearing at Ministers Meeting Monthly
7) Dorothy Fuliken Editorial
8) Call Mary Vincent Gregory Runstein
Remember Brothers and Sisters:

They have arrested some of us for reading aloud the 'Bill of Rights' of the U.S. Constitution. If these oppressive and manipulative tactics are permitted to prevail, they soon may also attempt to take away our papers and break our pencils.

[October, 1977]
WELCOME RSB & COALITION
AND LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

SETTLERS VS INDIANS VS

INVADERS

I AM ON YOUR SIDE

SMALL MAJORITY AGAINST
MAJORITY

EMBRACE FREE EXPRESSION ENourage
WE HAVE LISTENED
OVER PATIENTLY NOT INSENSITIVE

I AM FAIR

WEEKEND OF ANXIETY

TROUBLE BEHIND US

PLEASANT SUBJECT

FRATERNITIES RAPID CLEANUP HELP
Blaz, I thought this would be a good motto for May 4.

Those who do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it.